Darkness, Rain Stop Search For Plane Carrying Refugees

ORIO, NORWAY (UPI) -- Rains and darkness halted the search for survivors of the North German-owned "Hotel Victoria," which crashed on a remote mountain and left 30 people dead and 1,600 others aboard.

The Canadian search leader in the region said there was no indication of survivors.

Four nations help

Norwegian authorities said the plane had crashed on a mountain near the border with Sweden, Denmark and The United States.

Four nations were involved in the search, including Norway and Sweden. The United States and Canada said they would send help to find the 1,600 people who were believed dead.

Five passengers were rescued but the plane's communications system failed immediately after takeoff.

Judge City's Faults Of Captain, Owners

IN TRAGIC SHIP FIRE

OTTAWA, ONT. (AP) -- Justice Frederick MacEachen has ruled that the owners of the "Canadian Flyer" are not liable for damages caused by the captain of the ship.

The judge said that although the captain was negligent in allowing the ship to proceed in rough seas, the owners were not responsible for the accident.

Coast guard on call

There was no indication of a coast guard on call during the accident, although there were reports of both the ship and crew.

Pilots, crew get help

The crew was able to communicate with the coast guard by radio and were given instructions on how to proceed.

Press conference

A press conference was held on the ground where the "Canadian Flyer" was moored.

U.S. urges nations to ask ward's release

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The United States Monday asked 30 nations, including Soviet Russia, to bring pressure on the United Nations to release Ward A. Ford, the Canadian station wagon owner who was arrested in China.

The request followed a statement by the United States that it would not release any persons held by the Chinese as political prisoners.

Court rejects Eisler appeal

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The court Monday rejected the request of Robert Eisler, a New York Times editor, to have his conviction reversed.

Eisler was convicted of libel in a case that involved the publication of an article accusing a former U.S. government official of being a spy.
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📽'Monty' Enjoys Flanking Movement at New York

NEW YORK (AP) -- The movie "Monty" opens today at New York's Loew's Astor and Loew's, and is expected to do well.

The film, which is about a T.R.M., has been reviewed favorably by critics.

City Hall

A City Hall hearing was held on the proposed Flushing-Elmhurst Flats project.

Center of Court Controversy

The center of the controversy in the Flushing-Elmhurst Flats project was the City Board of Estimate.

Mr. and Mrs. William Sackett, residents of the area, were present.

Judge Sackett

Judge Sackett, who was presiding, denied the City Board's request for a delay.

Rumors in City Hall

Rumors were flying in City Hall that the project would be delayed.

Expediter Appoints Rent to Past

Expediter Appoints Rent to Past

The expediter, who was appointed by the City Board, has been accused of receiving kickbacks.

The City Board of Estimate said that the expediter had been paid for his services.

Leeds Blocks Dawson As Mine Fund Trustee

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The mine fund trustee, who was appointed by the United Mine Fund, has been removed.

The trustee, who was appointed by the United Mine Fund, has been removed.

Leeds, who was appointed by the United Mine Fund, has been removed.

Cuts Not Allowed After Noon Monday

Monday marked the first day that the City Hall was allowed to operate until noon.

The City Hall was closed at noon due to the strike.

Temperature Fail To Hit 32 Monday

Monday marked the first day that the City Hall was allowed to operate until noon.

The City Hall was closed at noon due to the strike.

Students Ready to Go Home

Thousands of students have been forced to leave their homes because of the strike.

The students, who have been forced to leave their homes because of the strike, have been offered financial assistance.

UN Free's Libya

With 48-1 Vote

Assembly's Decision Effective by 1952; Somaliland Set to Follow in 1960

FLUSHING, N.Y. (AP) -- The United Nations general assembly Monday adopted a resolution clearing the way for U.N. observers to travel to Libya to observe the presidential elections.

The vote, which was 48-1, reversed the previous year's 22-11 vote against the resolution.

The vote was held on the recommendation of the United Nations, which has been monitoring the situation in Libya.
The Daily Iowan

One Solution, But --

On the reading of the An I'la, Croatia, out, medical profession. It has now reached the stage where the medical profession is no longer willing to accept the treatment to the lower hierarchy without requiring it to assume certain responsibilities.

The plan was elaborately described in a current article in the "Wheat Farming Club" and the "Good Farming for Small Farms".

The plan, which was recently put into effect in a number of counties, is being carried out in several states. It is a device which is not only a benefit to the medical profession but is also a step toward the constructive solution of the medical problem.

The county medical association, composed of "two good doctors" and "two good farmers," is a device which does not have to be "sold" to the medical profession.

Much of the resounding "I'm going to quit" is the picture of a doctor for the sake of the profession. If anyone wants to know the true story of the medical profession, he is bound to be shocked by the fact that he has to look to a man he does not know for this information.

The result is, not an upheaval but a return to the past. The medical profession is now as firmly established as ever.

The medical profession is not only the greatest of the arts, but it has also been an essential part of our educational system. The medical profession has had a part in the development of the arts and sciences.

Perhaps a combination (conspicuous or private set-up) is the answer to the medical profession's anxiety. The county medical association is a step toward the proper organization of the medical profession. It is likely to be a success.

A Wrong Step --
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Only Man in Foods Class Prepares Duck

Before 1911 Students Had 1-Day Thanksgiving Recess

Dick Jackman

When UI students settle down to make that instant on their
Thanksgiving before Thursday and begin counting their blessings,
they will do well to include SUI officials of 1911 on their list of
good for to-day.

For the De Soto students had the 1-Day Thanksgiving recess that
made the rest of us happy to learn.

Exhibit Features Types

James Doryse Booked

For Winter Formal

Jenny Doryse and her crew will be featured at the annual
Wanda formal Dec. 2 in the Iowa Union main
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Irish Still 1st, Soothers Third
NEW YORK (AP)—California has taken over the job of fading Notre Dame in the Associated Press football poll. The next-to-last edition of the season finds Notre Dame still out of the top 25, while California is headed for the polls, which means it is easily the best school in the country.

California moved into 1st place with 88 points after taking 3-1 Notre Dame. The Hawkeyes were labelled as the second-best school in the country, with 81 points, for the first time in their history. The third-best school is Texas, which received 76 points. Oregon and Southern California are tied for fourth place, with 71 points each.

The Associated Press poll is made up of 38 members, each of whom selects the 10 best schools in the country. The points are then added up to determine the ranking of the schools. The top 25 schools are then announced in the Associated Press football poll, which is published on Sunday.

The Associated Press poll is considered the most prestigious of the polls, and is used by many coaches and team management as a guide in determining who is the best school in the country. The poll is also used by many fans and media outlets as a guide in determining who is the best school in the country.

The Associated Press poll is not the only poll used to determine who is the best school in the country. The United Press International poll, the Daily Telegraph poll, the Inter-Mountain poll, and the United Press poll are all used, but the Associated Press poll is considered the most prestigious.
SUI Law Student 'In Stitches' Over 'Stop the Music' Prize

Here's a pre-Thanksgiving gift for you. If you were an SUI law student living in student center housing conditions, would you do with an old sewing machine you had in the corner?

That's the question facing Dick Musay, U. Iowa, who was called Sunday night on the nationwide NBC program "Stop the Music." He identified the preliminary segment which he thought was a commercial for sewing machines and everyone else I've asked said they didn't know what you would do.

Not Sure

"We can't come to that conclusion who was blasting the song and who was doing the talking, but I think we're about to be told what's going to happen here," Musay said.

I could see my future in the small black box in front of me, the NBC announcer saying, "For the benefit of our listeners who are not familiar with the rules of the game, let me explain that the student who identifies the record correctly wins the entire collection of sewing machines, sewing machine cabinets, and other prizes.

"They played the record and the piano and I was about to win the whole thing, but it was a tie," said Musay, "so we had to go to a tiebreaker round which we didn't even know existed until we saw it."
Expert Waterproofing Service

You want your waterproofed garments to be on water reproof other cleaning as he
Paris Cleaners provide expert service that takes the worry out of cleaning and ins
Take your waterproofed garments to Paris.

"Quality Cleaning for Quality Moneys"
PARIS CLEANERS
121 Iowa
Phone S126

Four Car Accidents Reported to Police

Automobiles driven by N.C. Fink, 206 West Jefferson; J.H. Kohn, 112 E. Davenport; and Robert E. Redmond, Junior and Senior High School, were involved in five accidents in the morning and afternoon. Two cases were transferred to the hospital.

Aurora Park 18 was on the scene of all cases except one in which police were called. One of the accidents was the result of an intersection.

Marion H. Kuever of the Automo

Scarlet Fever Reported Here

Two cases of scarlet fever were reported today. One case is in the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Foreman, 1008 South Court, and the other is in the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Foreman, 1006 South Court.

Aurora Park is investigating both cases and will report to the county health department.

literacy Team to Speak Today to Kinematics Club

Frank L. Lookabill and Ralph D. Immerlo, both members of the literacy team, will speak before the Kinematics Club at 2:15 p.m. today in the Main Building.

Eight Persons Fined $212 Total in Court

Eight persons were fined a total of $212 in court today. They are: C. M. Proffitt, 110 S. Third; R. G. Hall, 132 E. Davenport; J. H. Kohn, 112 E. Davenport; Robert E. Redmond, Junior and Senior High School; C. E. Foreman, 1006 South Court; A. G. Foreman, 1008 South Court; and D. W. Miller, 1004 South Court.